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“I have never regretted anything so much as when I moved from Copenhagen. 

I missed the wine dealer from underneath the Knippelsbro bridge where 
one always, regardless of the time, in the middle of lunch being waved 
into the kitchen and tasting cloudy wines that have not yet made it to 
the shelf. I missed the remarkable kiosk on Sønder Boulevard that sells 
ciggies, milk, newspapers – and obscure sour ales.

And then I fantasised about the Noma chefs’ new restaurant, of the butcher 
Hanne who every day prepares cold cuts from scratch and piles open 
sandwiches onto trays in the window, and the new breed of smørrebrød 
bars that serve lambic beer and oxidised Sebastian Riffault wines with the 
hønsesalaten (chicken salad). It was not long before I moved back.

This is a guide to my favourite restaurants, to fantastic natural wines, to the 
establishments with the finest raw produce of the most devoted hippie farmers, 
from the best soil ranges in Sjælland. From the bars with the most interesting 
crafted beers to the roughest jukebox dives in which the ventilation is so bad 
that you can passive-smoke tobacco fumes breathed out by the Vesterbro poet 
Dan Turell in the 1970s – and where someone who get hungry at half-past one 
at night gets a boiled egg and a dab of mustard on a napkin.”
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